
Products on Display Will Include:

Motorola SCOUT2500 & SCOUT5000: The SCOUT products are the latest in
wearable technology for pets that allow owners to stay connected with their
pets.

The SCOUT2500 allows users to track their pet and pinpoint their exact
location. The SCOUT2500 enables users to set up geo-fencing, receive escape
notifications if the pet passes the virtual geo fence. Launching in Fall 2015, the
SCOUT2500 will retail for $99.

With the SCOUT5000, owners can now see the world through their dog’s eyes with a 4K Wi-Fi® camera built into
the collar. The collar uses multi cellular/wireless connectivity GPRS/WiFi/BT4.0 on the collar of the dog that works
in conjunction with the pet owner's compatible smartphone or tablet through Hubble Connected, a global Internet
of Things (IoT) Solutions & Services provider. Using the Hubble Connected app, the SCOUT5000 can stream
video directly from the collar to the owner’s compatible smartphone or tablet.

Motorola SCOUT66: A Wi-Fi camera that turns any compatible Internet enabled
device into a fully functional video monitor via the Hubble Connected application.
The infrared night vision and sound, motion and temperature notifications allow pet
owners to feel reassured when away from home and the two-way communication
allow users to monitor their pet from a remote location.

Motorola WIRELESSFENCE25: Motorola provides a wireless fencing system
so flexible you can use it at home to train your dog not to wander out of the
backyard, or instantly pick up the portable fencing unit and use it as a
rechargeable battery powered containment solution for vacations or quick trips.
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BINATONE GLOBAL TO SHOWCASE
MOTOROLA PET WEARABLE

TECHNOLOGY & TRAINING PRODUCTS
AT SUPERZOO JULY 21-23

Los Angeles, CA – July 1, 2015 – Binatone Global, a leading provider of consumer electronics and lifestyle products for a
broad range of applications including baby, pet and family connectivity at home, will showcase its wide range of Motorola
pet products at Superzoo from July 21-23 at the Mandalay Bay Convention Center in Las Vegas.

Located at booth 24131, Binatone will offer product demos with Stevie the yellow lab and pet expert Sandy Robins on July
21 from 9am-5pm and on July 22 from 9am-1pm.  Attendees can also enter to win a free Scout66 pet video monitor at the
booth.

Showgoers will see the new Motorola SCOUT2500 and SCOUT5000 (on sale in Fall 2015), the latest in wearable
technology for pets that allows owners to stay connected with their pets from anywhere in the world. Both new SCOUT
models offer GPS tracking with escape notifications and the SCOUT5000 offers two-way audio communication, live video
streaming, and more through the new Hubble Connected application.



Other Motorola pet training systems on display will include the SCOUTTRAINER25 & SCOUTTRAINER50,
SCOUTBARK100, BARK200U, and TRAINER200U.

For media interviews with pet expert Sandy Robins and Stevie the yellow lab, please contact Kendal Hurley at
Kendal@ballantinespr.com or 310-454-3080.

About Binatone:
Binatone is a leading provider of innovative consumer electronics and lifestyle products for a broad range of applications
including baby nursery, pet and family connectivity at home. Its products are sold under world leading brands such as
Motorola, AEG, Binatone and iDECT.  For over 56 years, Binatone maintains its position as a key player in the consumer
electronics industry by offering innovative products and solutions. For more information, visit www.binatoneglobal.com

About Hubble Connected:
Hubble Connected Limited (‘Hubble’) is a global Internet of Things (IoT) Solutions and Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS)
provider with offices in USA, Canada, UK, India, Hong Kong and Vietnam. The Hubble platform enables operators and
service providers to enhance their offerings and leading global original equipment manufacturers (OEM) to deliver fully
integrated connected propositions with rich applications that include live video streaming, Cloud recording and GPS
tracking. Hubble has an industry leading ability to offer affordable full global Cellular connectivity. As well as directly
connecting a host of leading global brands such as Motorola, Binatone, AEG, VTech and Beurer, Hubble is a member of
the AllSeen Alliance and Thread Group; making products interoperable with other major brands, such as Electrolux, LG,
Nest and Samsung. For more information, visit www.hubbleconnected.com
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